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The two-piece Momentum HD preamp wasn't exactly a stranger. I'd heard it in two of the
finest sounding systems I have ever encountered, at a March 2019 event at Seattle's
Definitive Audio and, a month later, at Chicago's 2019 AXPONA. Both systems included
Wilson Audio Specialties' Alexx loudspeakers and Subsonic subs; D'Agostino Relentless
monoblock amplifiers paired with the Momentum HD preamp (and other D'Agostino
products); dCS Vivaldi digital stacks; Clearaudio Master Innovation turntable and
cartridges; top-level Transparent Audio cabling; and HRS racks. But without hearing the
Momentum HD preamp in my own system, I had no idea what it had contributed to the
outstandingly open and clear, precisely focused, naturally balanced, and superbly
musical sound I gushed over. All I knew for certain: If that preamp was doing something
wrong, everything else had to be doing something very right.

Hence to my reference system did the Momentum HD preamp come. Arriving just one
month after I had used the one-box tubed Audio Research Reference 6 line preamplifier
($15,000) to review the Gryphon Audio Ethos CD player/DAC, I took advantage of the Ref
6's presence for easy comparison. Being an all-balanced, fully discrete, zero-feedback
design, the Momentum HD preamp also benefited from the extra pair of loaner Nordost
Odin 2 balanced interconnects that I had used in the Gryphon review.
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With its battery of six sets of balanced inputs, two sets of balanced outputs, Bluetooth
antennafor its uniquely round Bluetooth remote handsetand more, the Momentum HD's
rear panel has a quasi-military appearance that seems to prioritize uniformity over
grace. That look contrasts with the front panel's distinctive audio-jewelry profile, in which
a large, green-lit volume meter, surrounded by a rotating volume control, reigns
supreme. Other controls include eight input and operation buttons, each center-lit by a
different color (footnote 1) and prominently placed bass and treble controlswhich, as
you'll read below, serve on a part-time basis. The Momentum HD's regal air is enhanced
by its position atop its thronea combined stand/power supply from which the preamp
proper is isolated by three spiked feet. All in all, the Momentum HD, the substantial
copper-and-aluminum aesthetic of which reflects the preamp's substantial cost, is
anything but a plain-Jane design.

And then there's the soundbut first, a few . . .

Whys and wherefores
"I was listening to the Relentless amps at home, and I wanted to see the dynamics," Dan
D'Agostino explained during a Skype screen-to-screener in which he touched upon his
company's three model ranges: Progression, Momentum, and the top-of-the-line
Relentless. "I was trying to get the kind of dynamic contrast and extra layer of detail from
a preamp that I get from the Relentless amplifier. The original Momentum preamp was
doing an awesome job, but I decided to try putting part of the Relentless preamp
(footnote 2) circuit that I was working on into the Momentum preamp. Once I heard a
huge improvement, I started to try to fit all the Relentless stuff I could inside the
Momentum preamp. That led to the HD version. It's a monster that swings over 40 volts
at the output, and has tremendous dynamic range and extraordinary fine grain detail at
both low and high levels. It's not a Relentless preamp, which is much more elaborate and
will cost much more, but it has some of the same circuitry and ability to reproduce the
leading edge of notes and musical passages."
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Dan D'Agostino designed "almost all" of the Momentum HD preamp's audio circuitry.
Everything in his current line uses entirely different circuits than what he designed and
used at Krell, the company he co-founded, co-owned, and served as chief engineer.

"At Krell, I used to suffer under the burden of the commonly pronounced judgment, 'The
amplifiers are fabulous, but the preamps are okay'," he confessed. "I figured that if more
than one person said that, I wasn't hitting the home run with the preamps like I was with
the amplifiers. When I designed this preamp, I really wanted it to be over-the-top. I had
to do something completely different."

Among the HD's many changes to the original Momentum preamp design is the use of a
Bluetooth remote, which is said to extend its range around the corner, so to speak. The
Momentum HD's ladder volume control, which D'Agostino claims "places a single resistor
between you and the sound," now has an additional 60dB more volume-control steps,
with 1dB increments in the critical range between 10pm and 2pm where most people
listen. Every touch of the remote's volume buttons adjusts volume by 1dB.

"There's nothing digital about the volume control save for the relays, which are governed
by a digital controller," he said. "But the relays are not in the volume path; it simply
selects the different resistor values."

The Momentum HD's power supply/stand has grown much larger, due in no small part
to a much larger high-current transformer, much higher voltage rails, and three added
stages of regulation. There's a new input board that uses military-grade FETs to give the
preamp a 1M ohm input impedance, and an additional output stage that has been
modified to take advantage of the very high voltage swing.



D'Agostino described one of the reasons he endowed the Momentum HD with tone
controls: As he was getting more involved with analog, he discovered that many of his
prized records needed "a little tweak of the tone control." Rather than place the tone
controls in the middle of the gain stage, as is often done, and which in his opinion
invariably affects sound quality, he added a completely separate tone-control amplifier
that, when engaged, diverts the signal through a circuit that is exactly the same, sonically,
as in the preamp.

"When you engage the tone controls, you're not affecting how the rest of your preamp
sounds," he said. "It only affects the band you're operating in. For the treble, you're
working from about 7 or 8kHz up, and on the low side, from about 50 or 60Hz down.
They're not big tone controls; they're not going to shake the earth, but they are going to
make slight differences."

Installation and setup
Removing the two-piece Momentum HD preamp from its secure, wheel-equipped flight
case and setting it up was a snap. Given the high power output of my reference
D'Agostino Progression monoblock amplifiers1000W into 4 ohmsthere was no need to
raise the preamp's gain from the default setting. The only question concerned whether
to use the AudioQuest Niagara 5000 power conditioner into which I usually plug all my
equipment, with its two high-current outlets reserved for the Progressions.

During our chat, I read Dan an email from Niagara designer Garth Powell, who wrote that
my Niagara 5000, fed by a 1m 20V AQ Dragon power cable, performs at "20 Amps RMS,
with a 90 amp peak current reservoir that can sustain up to 25mS at 120 VAC input. If
you get a 1000 watt class A operation power amplifier, it could be an issue. Otherwise the
5000 will make the amplifier better, given its transient power correction circuit. Many
companies are justifiably concerned, because many AC filters, isolation transformers,
and AC regenerating circuits raise AC impedance, create a phase lag, and therefore
current compress the power amplifier. We do the opposite (if you use the high current
outlets)."

D'Agostino responded, "If I were listening at your house, I would plug the amps directly
into the wall and plug the preamp into the power conditioner. I don't know the Niagara
5000 so I can't speak definitively, but my experience with power conditioners is that
they're not doing my amps any favors. I think you should leave everything the same in
order to do the initial listening to the preamp, because that way you don't mess up your
reference."

I followed Dan's counsel. First, with the monoblocks plugged into the Niagara 5000, I
used the Momentum HD preamp with two excellent DACs that have their own volume
controls, the dCS Rossini and EMM Labs DV2. After more or less removing those volume
controls from the equation by setting them to 0dB, I allowed the Momentum HD preamp
to control volume and evaluated the sonic differences. I next compared the sound of the
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solid-state Momentum HD preamp to that of the tubed Audio Research Ref 6. I also
listened to the DACs with no preamp in the chain and later evaluated the sound with the
amps plugged into the wall.

Reveling in the sound
As so-called chance would have itare there really such things as accidents?production
delays brought an already broken-in Momentum HD preamp to Port Townsend just one
day before a previously scheduled group of six local audio/music enthusiasts arrived for
a listening session. Taking advantage of the Roon Nucleus+ to send music to the Rossini
DAC/clock combo from reference files, Tidal, and Qobuz, my friends presented a golden
opportunity to explore the preamp with music other than my usual farenot that there's
anything "usual" about Morton Feldman, David Lang, Philip Glass, Michael Gordon, Ellen
Reid, Terry Riley, Iannis Xenakis, Claude Debussy, Missy Mazzoli, Bryce Dessner, or
Ludwig van Beethoven, to name a few of the composers whose music I've explored of
late.

For reasons that some might ascribe to the current political climate, we got on a
"Sympathy for the Devil" kick. We began with a bizarrely captivating, crackly-voiced
studio rendition by Rickie Lee Jones (Tidal, 16/44.1 FLAC), from her album The Devil You
Know. I was immediately taken by the striking spatial depth accorded the sounds of the
accompanying instruments, the clear timbral differentiation between bass and electric
guitar, the smoothness on top, and an extra touch of warmth to the full midrange. The



presentation was also significantly wider and tonally weightier than I expect from the
Rossini, and reminded me of the sound of dCS's reference Vivaldi DAC. One visitor,
photographer Jonathan Jones, was especially struck by the "detail and micro-inflections
of the presentation, and Rickie Lee Jones's vocal hooding technique."

Then we switched to the Rolling Stones' original version of the songone that I reveled in
shortly after collegefrom Beggar's Banquet. With the Momentum HD preamp, differences
between Tidal's 16/44.1 and MQA files, which unfolded to 24/192, were obvious. With
higher resolution came greater percussive depth, bottom reach, and clarity; significantly
fuller and more enveloping sound, greater dynamics, and realistic treble that saved us
from the overly brittle top of the original digital transfer. The D'Agostino Momentum HD
preamp conveyed everything with an ease I was unaccustomed to.

We moved on to versions of "Come On in My Kitchen" from Crooked Still (Tidal 16/44.1
FLAC), David Bromberg (Qobuz 16/44.1 FLAC), Cassandra Wilson (Tidal 16/44.1 FLAC),
and, of course, Robert Johnson (Qobuz 16/44.1 FLAC). In all cases, bass was absolutely
firm, and the midrange gorgeous. I was blown away by the seemingly boundless
soundstage and maximum color saturation on Cassandra Wilson's version, which we
played numerous times with different electronics. Photographer Marco Prozzo, an
uncommonly inquisitive music lover who was familiar with the recording, wrote, "Wow!
I'm hearing low-level subtle details I've never heard before, great separation of
instruments, and cymbal splashes that are defined and unclouded."

For a make-it-or-break-it track, I cued up the emotionally devastating second movement
("The Ninth of January") from Shostakovich's Symphony No.11, "The Year 1905,"
performed live by Andris Nelsons and the Boston Symphony Orchestra (24-bit/96kHz
download, Deutsche Grammophon 002859502). In Shostakovich's astounding fff
depiction of the infamous Bloody Sunday massacre, where merciless Cossacks fired on
unarmed citizens, every musician and their mother pounds, blares, and saws away as if
their life depended upon it. The Momentum HD preamp rendered their efforts more
controlled and less noisy than the Rossini DAC solo, with deeper and more resonant
bass and an all-enveloping three-dimensional soundstage that was as thrilling as it was
terrifying. The huge dynamic contrast between that all-out assault and the subsequent
hushed, sorrowful drone that eventually faded away, like smoke from gun barrels
dissipating into the air as peasants' souls left their lifeless bodies, was chilling.
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Sticking with Shostakovich, Rickie Lee Jones, and Cassandra Wilson, we switched preamps
and discovered that the contrast between the D'Agostino Momentum HD and the Audio
Research Ref 6 was profound. While timbres were actually more neutral through the Ref
6 and air was quite fine, highs were noisier, midrange less full, and bass less astounding
albeit excellent in its own right. On Yello's "Electrified II" from Toy (24/48 WAV, Polydor
4782160/ HDtracks) and will.i.am's "#thatPOWER" (featuring Justin Bieber) from
#willpower (16/44.1 MQA.FLAC, Interscope Records UICS-9136/7), the Ref 6 preamp
couldn't deliver the same degree of bass impact, midrange fullness, extended evenness
on top, and wall-to-wall sound as the Momentum HD. Which isn't surprising, given the
$25,000 price difference. With the Ref 6, my system still sounded like the system I knew
inside out; with the Momentum HD, a new window opened, and every recording became
a source of wonder.

With no preamp in the chain, the Rossini solo could not deliver the same level of detail
and mesmerizing expanse as with the Momentum HD preamp. I missed every last iota of
the creaky raspiness in Rickie Lee Jones's voice that made her HD devil as spooky as it
was weird.

I briefly switched DACs and used a single S/PDIF cable from the dCS Network Bridge to
convey signals from the Roon Nucleus+ to the EMM Labs DV2. With the Momentum HD
preamp controlling volume, I heard more air around Cassandra Wilson and Rickie Lee
Jones's voices and accompaniment, but a bit less midrange profundity. After realizing
that the comparison was flawed due to setup constraintsI've since moved equipment
around on my eight-shelf double rack so I don't run into this problem in the future and
sent the DV2 back for a major upgradeI acknowledged that a valid comparison between
the two DACs would have to wait.



When I returned to the Rossini DAC/Momentum HD preamp combo, revisiting Cassandra
Wilson's performance revealed a complexity of string tone, deep bass grind, and
increased color contrast and depth that, compared to what I heard from either DAC
alone, left me in awe. Adding the preamp delivered Rickie Lee's creepy vocals with much
more subtlety and intimacy, and markedly greater dynamics, even at low volume. I didn't
want the music to end.

Until I shipped the Momentum HD preamp to John Atkinson for measurement, one joy-
filled listening session followed another. Further revelations arrived with Praeludium, the
first track from Michael Tilson Thomas and the San Francisco Symphony's digital-only
recording of Berg's Three Pieces for Orchestra (24/192 WAV, SFS Media SFS0070). Even
though the dB Pro app on my iPhone measured the music's blaring climax at 90dB, highs
were smooth, every line was clean, and multilayered bass lines remained solid. If at any
time in my listening I found the treble too toned down, engaging the tone controls and
raising treble to "1" did the trick without, to my ears, negatively impacting other ranges
or the presentation as a whole. Although I used it rarely, I ended up surprising myself by
liking the tone-control option.

In all my listening, the only problem that arose occurred after I plugged the Progression
monoblocks directly into the wall and left break-in tones running for 24 hours. When I
returned to the music room, the Momentum HD preamp emitted a steady hum that was
annoying from 12' away. Returning the power cables to the Niagara 5000's high-current
outlets eliminated the hum. When I attempted to duplicate the problem by reconnecting
amps to the wall, there was no hum after four hours of break-in tones. I have no idea
what was going on. All I could confirm was that, in my system and to these ears,
AudioQuest's noncurrent-limiting power conditioning enhances rather than detracts.

Nights followed when, thanks to Tidal, Qobuz, and my own collection, I revisited one
beloved soprano, mezzo, tenor, and baritone after the other. (Sorry, basses; I'll try to visit
you in the next review.) Words are inadequate to convey the heart-opening expansive
glow mezzo Dame Janet Baker achieves on her first high note of "Die zwei blauen Augen
von meinem Schatz" (The Two Blue Eyes of my Beloved), in her famous recording of
Mahler's Songs of a Wayfarer (Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen) with Sir John Barbirolli and
the New Philharmonia Orchestra; the smiling warmth that baritone Gerhard HÅsch
brings to Schubert's "Die Taubenpost" (The Pigeon Post) from Schwanengesang; the
thrilling mixture of fear and abandon that propels Jussi Björling up to the high C in "Che
gelida manina" (How cold your little hand is) from Puccini's La Bohème, and that keeps
expanding the note to uncommon length as he discovers that everything is working
exactly as he hoped it would, in a live 1939 performance I discovered on Tidal; and the
beauty that Leontyne Price brings to her marvelously sensual performance of "Depuis le
jour" (Ever since the day) from Charpentier's Louise.

I knew all but the Björling performance backward and forward, but thanks to the
additional clarity and resolution that the Momentum HD preamp brought to recordings
old and new, I discovered new details and colors previously only hinted at. The only
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disappointment? The sound was so clear and fleshed out that I could hear every teeny
flaw in Price's vocal production, as well as Björling's tendency to end low-lying phrases
somewhat prosaically as he focuses on the high-flying passages to come. Thus do false
goddesses and gods affirm their humanity.

Toward the end of the audition period, I queued up an ultra-familiar track that I've used
in numerous reviews, "Sleepers Awake" from Bach Trios, by mandolinist Chris Thile,
cellist Yo-Yo Ma, and double bassist Edgar Meyer (24/96 FLAC, Nonesuch 558933). This
was the same track that blew me away when Peter McGrath played it through the
Momentum HD preamp at the Definitive Audio Music Matters demo last spring. Paired
with equipment one level down and several hundred thousand dollars less than the
Definitive system, the Momentum HD preamp couldn't deliver sound anywhere near as
breathtakingly life-sized and realistic. Nonetheless, it conveyed far more air around
instruments, with more subtle detail, natural leading treble edge, midrange richness, and
fully fleshed-out, solid bass than I'd come to expect from my system. For the first time, I
could sense when Yo-Yo Ma's mike was turned on and hear the short delay between his
bow's initial contact with his cello's strings and the emergence of sound so rich and full
that it made me content. The D'Agostino Momentum HD preamp delivered much of what
I have sought ever since I began upgrading my crappy components 35 years ago: It got
me closer than ever to the point of creation, and to the artists I love.

Beyond summation
In every respect, the D'Agostino Momentum HD preamp improved the sound of two
superb DACs that include excellent volume controls. Bigger, clearer, smoother,
deepermore musical and involving, mesmerizing and revelatory in turnthe Momentum
HD preamp checked off every box on the Holy List of Audiophile Superlatives and
tempted me to ignore the inviolable commandment, "Thou Shalt Not Covet." Forgive me,
Lord, for so wanting to meld with the music I love that I momentarily lost my way. But
please, may I ask two small favors? Santa is bored at this time of the year: Could you
please buy him a gym membership so that he and the Momentum HD preamp can
squeeze down my proverbial chimney real soon? And please afford every Stereophile
reader the opportunity to hear everything the Momentum HD preamp can do, in
systems fine enough to reproduce music at its heavenly best.
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